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Picture Book
HMHBYR
4 to 7
48 pgs
10 x 10
September

¡Vamos! Let's Cross the Bridge

By Raúl the Third

Little Lobo and his dog Bernabé have a new truck and they are using it to carry
party supplies over the bridge with their pals El Toro and La Oink Oink. The line is
long and everyone on the bridge is stuck. How will they pass the time? Eventually
everyone comes together for an epic party on the bridge between two different
countries. Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things That Go gets a Mexican
American makeover in this joyful story about coming together. www.artbyraul.com
Vamos! series: TV – Silvergate Media

HMHBYR
4 to 7
32 pgs
9x9
February

Also

By E.B. Goodale
A moving story that follows one family through generations of time spent together and
shows readers that memories allow us to connect to the past, the present, and also
each other. This gorgeously illustrated book explores the power of memory, teaches
children subtle lessons about the passing of time, and celebrates the cherished bonds
we share with those we love.
Perfect for reading together every day, or for giving on occasions like graduation,
Mother's Day, and birthdays. www.ebgoodale.com
Here and Now by Julia Denos, illus. by E.B. Goodale: Chinese (Simplified) –
Chang-Tang; Korean - KIZM

HMHBYR
4 to 7
32 pgs
9 x 10
February

HMHBYR
4 to 7
32 pgs
9x9
October 2020

Beauty Woke

By NoNieqa Ramos
Illus. by Paola Escobar
Beauty is a Puerto Rican girl loved and admired by her family and community. At
first, she's awake to their beauty, and her own—a proud Boricua of Taíno and African
descent. But as she grows older, she sees how people who look like her are treated
badly, and she forgets what makes her special. So her community bands together to
help remind her of her beautiful heritage.

Becoming a Good Creature

By Sy Montgomery
Illus. by Rebecca Green

In this picture book adaptation of Sy Montgomery and Rebecca Green’s New York
Times best-selling How to Be a Good Creature, learn the many surprising lessons
animals have to teach us about friendship, compassion, and how to be a better
creature in the world. www.symontgomery.com
Rights licensed: German – Diogenes, Turkish – Okuyanus
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HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
9 x 11
April

Dear Treefrog

By Joyce Sidman
Illus. by Diana Sudyka
Capturing the joy of finding a kindred spirit, this stunning picture book by Newbery
Honor–winning poet Joyce Sidman tells the story of a lonely girl moving into a new
home and the little treefrog that helps her connect to the beautiful world around
her. Perfect for fans of A Butterfly Is Patient and They Saw a Cat.
www.joycesidman.com www.dianasudyka.com

Round (illus. by Taeeun Yoo): Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Dandelion Children’s ( Dec. 2021); French – Circonflexe; Korean – Media Changbi ( - Dec. 2021); Spanish –
Obelisco

HMHBYR
6 to 9
48 pgs
9-1/2 x 11
October

Disasters by the Numbers

By Steve Jenkins

From Caldecott Honor–winning author-illustrator Steve Jenkins comes an in-depth
look at the world's natural disasters, broken down into four distinct categories: earth,
weather, life, and space. From timelines of causes and outcomes of each disaster,
graphs highlighting humans' effect on the earth, and a text teeming with fresh,
unexpected, and accurate information ready for readers to easily devour, Disasters
by the Numbers is unmatched and sure to wow fans old and new.
www.stevejenkinsbooks.com

The Animal Book: Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Publishing, Dutch – Fontaine Uitgevers,
German – Carlsen Verlag, Korean – Voozfirm, Ukranian – Rabarbar

HMHBYR
4 to 7
24 pgs
8x8
January

Clarion
4 to 7
40 pgs
10 x 8
September

Easter Starring Egg!

By Cynthia Platt
Illus. by Leire Martín

The big Easter egg hunt may be a time to hide, but Egg wants to stand out!
Bedazzled in glitter, and fancied up for his big rendezvous with the perfect kid, Egg
knows deep down in his yolk that a special friendship is about to be hatched with the
kid who will see him for him. This perfect Easter basket stuffer features rhyming text,
colorful illustrations, a sparkly cover, and egg-decorating
stickers. www.cynthiaplattbooks.com

Five Little Monkeys Looking for Santa

By Eileen Christelow

It’s Christmas Eve, and the Five Little Monkeys are so excited, they can’t sleep. Not
even Mama's and Grandpa's warnings can keep them from jumping out of bed again
and again to look for Santa! Will those silly little monkeys find a way to get a glimpse
of him and his sleigh before the night is over? www.christelow.com
Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed: Chinese (Simplified) – ThinKingdom Media;
Korean – JY Books
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HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
9 x 11
February 2021

Hello, Jimmy!
By Anna Walker

Jack loves staying at his dad’s house. They have tacos and milkshakes and make each
other laugh. But lately Jack wonders if his dad is lonely when he isn’t there. Then Jimmy
arrives. Jimmy is loud and obnoxious, but Dad thinks he’s clever and funny. Jack does
not think he’s clever or funny. And he’s starting to wonder if Dad likes Jimmy better than
he likes Jack. This beautifully written and illustrated book about the unconditional love a
parent has for a child is both heartwarming and reassuring. www.annawalker.com.au
Rights licensed: French – Kaleidoscope, Korean - JEI

HMHBYR
Up to 3
22 pgs
6-1/2 x 6-1/2
January

HMHBYR
Up to 3
22 pgs
6-1/2 x 6-1/2
January

HMHBYR
4 to 7
32 pgs
9x9
June 2021

I'm Still Up!

By Antoinette Portis
The sun is DOWN but the moon is UP, and so is the baby! They are not sleepy...not
at all. I'm Still Up! is a joyful story about the age-old struggle of bedtime, and a soothing
reminder that when Mommy and Daddy, the cat and the dog and even the sun are
sleepy, baby might be, too. This is the ideal board book for baby to read before lying
down to sleep. www.antoinetteportis.com

I'm Up!

By Antoinette Portis
Perfect for babies and their loved ones, I'm Up! is an ode to a new day, and a
celebration of everything and everyone that gets up each morning. By repeating
shapes, words, and language, I'm Up! will help your baby learn new words and
routines while you read. Perfect for fans of the Sheep in a Jeep and Llama Llama
series, and Leslie Patricelli's board books. www.antoinetteportis.com

Little Bat in Night School

By Brian Lies

Little Bat can't wait for his first night of school. He is excited about everything: his
new school supplies, learning amazing things, and making new friends. But when
he finally arrives, his world turns upside down.
With the help of New York Times bestseller and Caldecott Honor winner Brian Lies’s
signature expressive bats, readers will see that spreading your wings is easy when
you listen, act with kindness, and take a chance on new friends. www.brianlies.com
Got to Get to Bear’s: Chinese (Simp.) – Beijing Tianlue; French – Editions du Genvrier;
Japanese – Tokuma Shoten; Russian – Nigma; Turkish – Yturkish
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HMHBYR
6 to 9
64 pgs
7x8
November

Little Red and the Cat Who Loved Cake

By Barbara Lehman

Little Red has baked a cake with their father, and is on the way to Grandma's house
to make a delivery. But someone has been trailing them ever since they left home...
someone who really loves cake.
This playful retelling of a beloved classic is a visual delight, with references to other
fairy tales hidden throughout Lehman's inviting illustrations. Master of the wordless
picture book, Lehman tells a rich story using only pictures, perfect for teaching visual
literacy and for budding graphic novel enthusiasts. www.barbaralehmanbooks.com
Red Book: Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Dandelion ( - Sept. 2022), French – Circonflexe,
German – Atlantis, Korean – Bookgoodcome, Spanish – Albur (exp. May 2020)

HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
9x9
February

Lost and Found

By Kate Banks
Illus. by Galia Bernstein
The wood mouse and the rabbit find a rag doll in the woods. Nothing about it is
familiar: it doesn't smell like the fresh air of spring or feel like the rough bark of a tree.
As the group of animals grows and searches for a clue to where the doll came from,
they encounter more mysteries—and discover the one thing their hearts know to be
true. Perfect for fans of Corduroy and The Velveteen Rabbit. www.katebanksbooks.com
www.dancingkangaroo.com

HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
10 x 10
October 2020

Louis

By Tom Lichtenheld
Illus. by Julie Rowan-Zoch
A beloved teddy can BEAR it no longer and plots his escape from his
owner’s suffocating affections in this laugh-out-loud picture book from New
York Times best-selling creator of Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site
and Steam Train Dream Train fame, Tom Lichtenheld. This fresh and funny
take on theteddy bear come to life is a salty-and-sweet, grumpy and tender,
and a sly tribute to the ties that bind. www.tomlichtenheld.com
www.julierowanzoch.wordpress.com

Rights licensed: German – Carlsen, Hebrew – Steimatzky-Tchelet, Italian – Il Castoro,
Japanese – BL Publishing

Clarion
4 to 7
40 pgs
9 x 11
May

Oh Look, a Cake!
By Jonathan McKee

When Sloth and Lemur come across a giant, mouth-watering cake, they can’t believe
their luck. Sloth wonders if they should share with others, but Lemur is pretty sure
they should keep it for themselves. In the end, that’s just what they do . . . but
then the true owner of the cake comes along. This highly entertaining story,
complete with a memorable reminder about the importance of sharing, will have
readers young and old giggling at every page turn.
Rights licensed: French - Glenat
pg. 4

HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
10 x 8-1/2
April 2020

Outside In

By Deborah Underwood
Illus. by Cindy Derby

This thought-provoking picture book by New York Times
best-selling author
Deborah Underwood poetically underscores our powerful and enduring connection with
nature. Rhythmic, powerful language shows us how our world is made, the many ways
Outside comes in to help and heal us, and reminds us that we are all part of a much
greater universe. Cindy Derby's emotive illustrations evoke the beauty, simplicity, and
wonder that awaits us all . . . Outside. www.deborahunderwoodbooks.com
Rights licensed: Chinese (Simplified) – Citic, French – Seuile Jeunesse, Korean – Dasan,
Korean (audio) – JY Books, Spanish – Albur, Turkish – Sincap Yayinlari

HMHBYR
4 to 7
32 pgs
8 x 10
February

Pretzel and the Puppies

By Margret and H. A. Rey

From the creators of Curious George, this re-discovered 1946 picture book
about a family of dachshunds features newly remastered art. In Margret and H. A. Rey’s
Pretzel, we met the world’s longest dachshund and his wife, Greta. This book picks up
where Pretzel left off, after the birth of their five adorable puppies. In collected comic
strips, the Reys explore the drama and comedy of life as a family of seven, and what it
means to have a daddy who’s sometimes as silly as he is long! www.curiousgeorge.com
Pretzel: Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Dandelion (exp. 2017), Danish – Carlsen, German –
Diogenes (exp. 2011), Swedish – Carlsen (exp. 2020)

Clarion
4 to 7
32 pgs
8-1/2 x 10-1/2
November

Clarion
4 to 7
32 pgs
11 x 9
September 2020

Princess Unlimited

By Jacob Sager Weinstein
Illus. by Raissa Figueroa
The kingdom is under attack from a dragon, and the king and queen have emptied
the royal coffers to buy sparkly things for the princess. But Princess Susan doesn’t
want sparkly things! She wants to save the kingdom! So, with the help of an
outspoken scullery maid and a loyal canine companion, she rolls up her sleeves and
gets to work. But Princess Susan’s most daunting challenge may be convincing her
parents to actually listen to her. Fortunately, the resourceful princess has a perfect
(and delightfully unexpected) plan to ensure that everyone—even the dragon—lives
happily ever after. www.jacobsagerweinstein.com www.rizzyfig.com

Robobaby

By David Wiesner
In this hilarious gem from triple Caldecott winner David Wiesner, it's big sister
to the rescue when a new baby is delivered to a family of robots and the adults
are flummoxed by technical difficulties. A shout-out for girl scientists and
makers, Robobaby is an eye-opening and engaging blend of the familiar and the
fantastic. www.hmhbooks.com/wiesner
Rights licensed: Belgium – Mijade, Chinese (Simplified) – King-In, Korean – Sigongsa,
Japanese – BL Shuppan, Spanish – Ocean de Mexico, UK/ANZ – Andersen
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Clarion
4 to 7
40 pgs
9 x 11
September

Right Now!

By Miranda Paul
Illus. by Brittany Jackson
From climate activist Greta Thunberg to anti-bullying advocate Jaylen Arnold to
peace activist Bana Alabed and more, these short profiles of young people and their
causes will inspire readers to think about what matters most to them. An author's
note, Actions to Make a Difference, and additional resources are also included,
providing a roadmap for any kid who wants to make change and help others too.
www.mirandapaul.com

HMHBYR
4 to 7
48 pgs
9x9
October

www.beagifted.com

Stick and Stone: Best Friends Forever!

By Beth Ferry
Illus. by Tom Lichtenheld

Stick has always wanted to find his family tree. It’s probably big and beautiful! Is it an
oak? A maple? What other sticks might he meet? Stone is happy to accompany his
friend on the journey to find the tree he comes from—until it gets dark, and a bit scary in
the forest . . . With bright, engaging illustrations from best-selling creator Tom
Lichtenheld, Beth Ferry’s story explores the importance of learning about our roots, as
well as the ability of friends and found family to help us grow strong in heart and mind.
www.bethferry.com

www.tomlichtenheld.com

Stick and Stone by Beth Ferry, illus. by Tom Lichtenheld: ANZ – Scholastic, Chinese
(Simplified) – Love Reading (exp. Dec. 2020), Slovak – Citadella (exp. Sept. 2020),
Spanish (Latin America) – La Brujita de Papel ( - April 2022), Turkish – Beyaz Belina

Clarion
4 to 7
40 pgs
8-1/2 x 10-1/2
September

HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
9 x 11
September

True Wonder

By Kirsten W. Larson
Illus. by Katy Wu
Perhaps the most popular female superhero of all time, Wonder Woman was created
by Bill Marston in 1941, upon the suggestion of his wife, Elizabeth. Wonder Woman
soon showed what women can do—capture enemy soldiers, defeat criminals,
become president, and more. Now a new group of devoted young fans enjoy her latest
films, Wonder Woman and Wonder Woman 1984. This exceptional book raises up the
many women who played a part in her evolution, from Elizabeth Marston to writer Joye
Hummel to director Patty Jenkins, and makes clear that the fight for gender equality is
still on-going. www.katycwwu.tumblr.com

Who Will Pull Santa's Sleigh?

By Russ Willms

It's Santa's first Christmas, and he needs to find the perfect team to pull his sleigh so
he can deliver gifts to children around the world. All sorts of animals answer his ad:
SLEIGH PULLERS WANTED! But sloths are too slow, bunnies are a bit bouncy, and no
one seems quite right for the job. Who can Santa turn to? This funny, festive tale of
teamwork is a perfect addition to your picture book library this holiday season!
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HMHBYR
4 to 7
40 pgs
11 x 9
January

Wutaryoo

By Nilah Magruder
Wutaryoo is tired of not knowing who she is or where she came from. Inspired by her
friends' fantastical origin stories, she sets off on an adventure of a lifetime that will
help reveal her true history. A heartwarming and relatable new picture book about
telling your own story and finding your own truth, perfect for kids and recent
graduates.

pg. 7

Fiction
HMHBYR
8 to 12
256 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
November

HMHBYR
10 to 12
288 pgs
5-1/4 x 7-5/8
October 2020

Ace Takes Flight

By Cory McCarthy

It’s 2048 and eleven-year-old Ace Wells’s dream has finally come true: he is a new
cadet in the B.E.S.T. (Biological Enhancement Systems Technology) Program. Until
now, he’s been living in the shadow of his superstar brother, Finn—but not for long.
Ace knows he can make his mark on the world with SuperSoar wings, but on day one,
nothing goes as planned and it becomes crystal clear that Ace is not prepared to fly—in
any sense of the word. As tensions build, Ace has a sinking suspicion that there's
something more going on at B.E.S.T. than meets the eye. Will he ever make it to
graduation and get the aug of his dreams? Join Ace and find out as he tests his
strength and grit in this page-turning middle grade adventure! www.corimccarthy.com

Becoming Muhammad Ali

By James Patterson & Kwame Alexander
Before he was a household name, Cassius Clay was a kid with struggles like any other.
After a thief steals his bike, he begins training as an amateur boxer at age 12, winning
his first Golden Gloves bout at age 16, and beginning his transformation into the Ali we
knew and loved, floating like a butterfly and stinging like a bee. Becoming Muhammad
Ali dynamically captures the charisma and outsize personality of one of the greatest
www.kwamealexander.com
sports heroes of all time. www.jamespatterson.com
Rights licensed: Turkish – Yabanci, UK/ANZ - Jacaranda

HMHBYR
10 to 12
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
November

*World English only
HMHBYR
12 and Up
368 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
September

*World English only

Crown Heist

By Deron R. Hicks
No matter how dangerous his adventures have been, Art has always been able to
count on his best friend, Camille. Now that Camille is meeting her estranged father,
Art wants to be there for her—which means going to London. But Camille's history
professor father, renowned for expertise in British legend, is missing. When they visit his
apartment, Art and Camille find a long-missing object that suggests the professor could
be in trouble and solving a mystery related to London's history. www.deronhicks.com

Dark and Starless Forest

By Sarah Hollowell

When her siblings start to go missing, Derry must confront the dark thing that lives in the
forest. As Derry spends more time amidst the trees, her magic grows more powerful,
but so does the darkness inside her, the viciousness she wants to pretend doesn’t exist.
But saving her siblings from the forest and from Frank might mean embracing the
darkness. And that just might be the most dangerous thing of all. www.sarahholloway.com
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Clarion
8 to 12
300 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
June 2021

Even and Odd

By Sarah Beth Durst
Sisters Even and Odd share magic, but not much else in common. Odd doesn’t like
magic, while Even practices it every chance she gets, dreaming of the day she’ll get to
be a hero. When the hidden border between the mundane world the sisters live in and
the magical land they were born in shuts abruptly, the girls are trapped. With the help
of a unicorn named Jeremy, they discover a wizard is diverting magic from the border
to bolster her own power. Families are cut off from each other and an ecological
disaster is brewing. Someone has to do something to stop the wizard, and Even
realizes she can no longer wait until she’s ready: she needs to be a hero now.
www.sarahbethdurst.com

Girl Who Could Not Dream: Czech – Albatros (exp. Feb. 2021), German – Loewe,
Russian – Exmo

HMHBYR
12 and Up
432 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
June 2021

Fire with Fire

By Destiny Soria
Born to kill dragons, Dani and Eden Rivera couldn't be more different. For Dani, dragon
slaying takes a back seat to normal high school life, while Eden prioritizes training over
everything. But they both know it's kill or be killed where dragons are concerned. Until
Dani comes face-to-face with one and realizes that everything she thought she knew
about dragons is wrong. Desperate to save her sister, Eden turns to mysterious and
alluring sorcerers for help. Each sister will do whatever it takes to save the other, but the
two are playing with magic that is more dangerous than they know.
Rights licensed: UK – Hodder

HMHBYR
8 to 12
256 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
January 2021

Ghosted

By Michael Fry
Larry’s got a few problems. In school, he’s one of those kids who easily gets lost in
the crowd. And Grimm, Larry’s best friend in the whole world, has ghosted him.
Literally. When the two best friends realize that there’s something keeping Grimm
tethered to their world, they decide that finishing their bucket list is the perfect way to
help Grimm with his unfinished business. Pulling hilarious pranks may be easier with a
ghostly best friend, but as Larry and Grimm brave the scares of seventh grade, they
realize that saying goodbye might just be the scariest part of middle school.
www.overthehedgeblog.wordpress.com

Odd Squad: Complex Chinese – Rye Field (exp.), Simplified Chinese – Shanghai Gaotan
(exp.), Czech – Euromedia Group KS, French – Milan, German – Dressler, Greek –
Papadopoulos Publishing, Hungarian – Konyvmolykepzo, Hebrew – Misaki, Italian – Il
Castoro, Korean – Wisdom House (exp.), Norwegian
– Cappelen Damm, Slovak – Ikar a.s., Turkish – Epsilon Yayincilik (exp.),
UK/ANZ – Faber
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HMHBYR
14 and Up
384 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
December

*World English only

How Not to Fall in Love
By Jacqueline Firkins

Jaded after years of working in her mom’s wedding dress shop and watching squabbles
break out over wedding plans, Harper thinks romance is just a marketing tool. Her best
friend Theo is her opposite. One date and he’s already dreaming of happily-ever-after.
When Theo finds himself nursing his umpteenth heartbreak, Harper offers to teach him
how not to fall in love. Theo agrees to the lessons, as long as Harper proves she can
date without falling in love. As the lessons progress, Harper has a harder time upholding
her end of the bargain. She’s also checking out her window to see if Theo’s home from
his latest date yet. She's even watching rom-coms. If she confesses her feelings, she’ll
undermine everything she’s taught him. Or was he the one teaching her?
www.jacquelinefirkins.com

Clarion
8 to 12
288 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
October

League of Picky Eaters

By Stephanie V. Lucianovic
In Muffuletta, being good at eating is the key to success. French fries and grilled
cheese? Beginner food! Haggis and truffles? Delicacies!

After failing a school eating test, picky eater Minerva is placed in the lowest eating
track of all: Remedial Eating to Change Habits. RETCH class is full of kids with weird
personalities and even weirder food preferences. And to make matters worse,
Minerva's best friends, in the Gifted and Gourmet class, no longer speak to her. But
soon Minerva finds she is not alone in her pickiness, and forms friendships with her new
classmates. And together, they find a way to stand up for themselves—picky and proud!

*World English only

www.stephanielucianovic.com

Clarion
8 to 12
64 pgs
6-1/4 x 8

November 2020

Long Road on a Short Day

By Gary Schmidt
Illus. by Eugene Yelchin

In a story of perseverance and determination told with warmth and sparkling with
humor, a short winter day finds Samuel and Papa walking a long road on Samuel's
first trading trip. Meeting strangers, practicing good manners, and proud to be in
Papa's company, Samuel watches and learns as Papa trades up from almost
nothing to the milk cow Mama is yearning for. Simple text combines with vivid
illustrations for a satisfying tale that will resonate with readers who enjoy an
adventure with dad. www.hmhbooks.com/author/Gary-Schmidt
www.eugeneyelchinbooks.com

Rights licensed: Chinese (Simplified) – Citic, Korean – Dasan

Clarion
10 to 12
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
February

*World English only

Loyalty

By Avi

When his father is killed by rebel vigilantes, Noah flees with his family to Boston.
Intent on avenging his father, Noah becomes a spy for the British and firsthand
witness to the power of partisan rumor to distort facts, the hypocrisy of men who
demand freedom while enslaving others, and the human connections that bind people
together regardless of stated allegiances. Awash in contradictory information and
participating in key events leading to the American Revolution, Noah must forge his
own understanding of right and wrong and determine for himself where his loyalty
truly lies. www.avi-writer.com

pg. 10

HMHBYR
8 to 12
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
September

*World English only

Maya and the Return of the Godlings

By Rena Barron

Now a guardian in training, Maya spends her days patching up veils with her father
and cleaning up near disasters like baby wormholes that her erratic powers create.
But when Maya and her friends discover that something went terribly wrong during
their journey to bring her father back to the human world, they are forced to return to
The Dark and restore what they left behind, the one thing keeping the veil from falling:
her father’s soul.
The Lord of Shadows is mobilizing his forces for an all-out war against the human
world. And this time, Maya and her friends will need all the help they can get. Even if
that means teaming up with their greatest enemies, the darkbringers. www.renabarron.com

HMHBYR
14 and Up
448 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
January

Monarchs

By Kass Morgan and Danielle Paige
Scarlett Winter has finally gotten what she’s always wanted: she’s Kappa Rho Nu’s
newest president. But she soon finds out that the powers of the presidency have their
own pitfalls. And with the pressures of alumni bureaucracy weighing on her, Scarlett
finds herself at risk of losing the very thing that defined her: her magic.
When Scarlett assigns Vivi the coveted role of social chair, Vivi is determined to
live up to her Big’s expectations. But Vivi’s studies in witchcraft take a deadly turn
when she uncovers a new form of magic, one that has mysterious ties to Kappa Rho
Nu’s past and the vengeful demon once tied to their talisman. With the weight of their
newfound roles and the terrible price of destroying the talisman haunting them, Scarlett
and Vivi must save their sisterhood when the forces of hell itself and a rival sorority
threaten to unleash havoc on the Ravens. www.daniellepaigebooks.com

*World English only

Ravens & Monarch: UK – Hodder

Clarion
8 to 12
80 pgs
6-1/4 x 8
October

One Smart Sheep

By Gary D. Schmidt
Illus. by Jane Manning
Wilson is a curious sheep, and after he foolishly climbs into the back of a piano
movers' truck, he ends up alone in the big city, far from the farm. But Wilson is also
one smart sheep, and soon enough he's finding his way home to his worried owner
by recognizing the sounds that he heard while he was trapped in the truck—a
jackhammer, a calliope, a hotdog man. And could that be the excited barking of
his friend Tippy, the border collie? www.hmhbooks.com/author/Gary-Schmidt
Wednesday Wars: Chinese (Complex) – Eastern, Chinese (Simplified) – ThinKingdom
(exp. Feb 2019), French – L’Ecole, Korean – RH Korea, Russian – Rozovy Zhiraf, Turkish
– Yabanci
Okay for Now: Chinese (Complex) – Global Kids, Chinese (Simplified) – ThinKingdom,
French – Editions de l’Ecole, Hebrew – Tal-May (exp. Feb. 2019), Russian – Rozovy
Zhiraf
Long Road on a Short Day: Chinese (Simplified) – ThinKingdom
pg. 11

Clarion
12 and up
288 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
August 2020

Rainbow in the Dark
By Sean McGinty

High school senior Rainbow is trapped with three other teens in a game-like world
that may or may not be real. Together, they must complete quests and gain
experience to access their own forgotten memories, decode what happened to
them, and find a portal home. As Rainbow’s memories slowly return, the story of a
lonely teen facing senior year as the new kid in a small town emerges. Surreal,
absurdist humor balances sensitively handled themes of suicide, depression, and
the search for identity in an unpredictable and ultimately hopeful page-turner.
www.helloseanmcginty.com

HMHBYR
8 to 12
352 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
September

Recipe for Disaster

By Aimee Lucido

Hannah Malfa-Adler is Jew...ish. Not that she really thinks about it. She'd prefer to
focus on her favorite pastime: baking delicious food! But when her best friend has a
beyond-awesome Bat Mitzvah, Hannah starts to feel a little left out. Despite her
parents firm no, Hannah knows that if she can learn enough about herown faith, she
can convince her friends that the party is still in motion. As the secrets mount, a few
are bound to explode. Hannah learns that being Jewish isn't about having a big party
and a fancy dress and a first kiss -- it's about actually being Jewish. Most importantly,
Hannah realizes that the only person's permission she needs to be Jewish, is her own.
www.aimeelucido.com

Emmy in the Key of Code: UK – Walker Books
HMHBYR
14 and Up
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
July 2021

These Hollow Vows

By Lexi Ryan

Brie hates the Fae and refuses to have anything to do with them, even if that means
starving on the street. But when her sister is sold to the sadistic king of the Unseelie
court to pay a debt, she'll do whatever it takes to get her back — including making a
deal with the Fae king himself. From New York Times best-selling author Lexi Ryan,
Cruel Prince meets A Court of Thorns and Roses in this sexy, action-packed
fantasy about a girl who is caught between two treacherous faerie courts and their
dangerously seductive princes.
Rights licensed: Czech – Albatros, Romanian – Corint, Russian – Eksmo, UK – Hodder

Clarion
8 to 12
224 pgs
5 1/2 x 8 1/4
September

Thirteenth Cat

By Mary Downing Hahn
Danni loves spending the summer with her Aunt Alice, and her aunt's new house is
the perfect place to cozy up with a good book. But she's unnerved by the overgrown
forest next door -- there are rumors in town of a dark force in those woods. And
Danni can't deny that the wild black cats who live there seem to be watching her.
When she encounters a mean old woman who claims to be their owner, Danni
realizes there's more to the cats than meets the eye. But little does she know
thatthe closer she comes to discovering their secret, the more danger she's in...
www.hmhbooks.com/author/Mary-Downing-Hahn

Wait Till Helen Comes: Brazil – Novo Seculo ( - Oct. 2021), Danish – SAGA Egmont,
French (excl. NA) – Thierry Magnier, French (North America) – La Bagnole, Georgian –
Books in Batumi ( - June 2021), Italian – Mondadori
pg. 12

HMHBYR
8 to 12
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
September

Vanderbeekers Make a Wish

By Karina Yan Glaser

It's summer on 141st Street, and the Vanderbeekers are looking forward to Papa's
surprise fortieth birthday party.
But then Papa must leave town to help his best friend and the Vanderbeeker children
are surprised to find their maternal grandparents on their doorstep. Grandma is very
critical of everything they do. Meanwhile, they find themselves learning more about
their papa's father than ever before, and wishing they could have known him a bit
better. Can they learn more about the grandfather they lost and come to appreciate
the grandparents they still have while making sure their papa has the best birthday
ever? www.karinaglaser.com
Vanderbeekers of 141st Street: Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Yuchen, French –
Casterman, German – HarperCollins, Japanese – Tokuma Shoten, Korean – Seedbook,
Norwegian – Mangschou, Polish – MAC, Portuguese – 2020, Romanian – ART, Russian –
Clever, Turkish – Yabanci

HMHBYR
12 and Up
352 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
November

*World English only

Year of the Reaper

By Makiia Lucier

Three years ago, young Lord Cassia disappeared in the midst of war. Since then, a
devastating illness has swept the land, leaving countless dead and a kingdom forever
altered. Having survived war and plague, Cas, now eighteen, wants only to return to
his home in the mountains and forget past horrors. But home has become a refuge for
the royal court. And they have brought their enemies with them.
An assassin targets those closest to the queen, drawing Cas into a search for a
killer. With the help of a historian-in-training named Lena, he soon realizes that who
is behind the attacks is far less important than why. Cas and Lena must look to the
past, following the trail of a terrible secret—one that could threaten the kingdom’s
newfound peace and plunge it back into war. www.makiialucier.com
Rights Licensed: UK/ANZ: Hodder
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Nonfiction
HMHBYR
8 to 12
pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
January

Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me 'Round

By Kathlyn J. Kirkwood

This memoir-in-verse tells the story about what it means to be an everyday activist and
foot solider for racial justice, as Kathlyn recounts how she went from attending protests
as a teenager to fighting for Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday to become a national
holiday as an adult. A blueprint for kids starting down their own paths to civic
awareness, it shows life beyond protests and details the sustained time, passion, and
energy it takes to turn an idea into a law.
Deftly weaving together monumental historical events with a heartfelt coming-of-age
story and in-depth information on law making, Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me
’Round is the perfect engaging example of how history can help inform the present.
www.kathlynjkirkwood.com

HMHBYR
10 and Up
112 pgs
7x9
January

HMHBYR
12 and Up
384 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
September

Fossil Hunter

By Cheryl Blackford
A fascinating, highly visual biography of Mary Anning, the Victorian fossil hunter who
changed scientific thinking about prehistoric life and would become one of the most
celebrated paleontologists of all time. With its engaging text, photographs, and stunning
paleoart, this story is perfect for children learning about female scientists like Ada
Lovelace, Jane Goodall, and Katherine Johnson. www.cherylblackford.com

It Doesn't Have to Be Awkward

By Drew Pinsky and Paulina Pinsky

From celebrity M.D. Dr. Drew Pinsky and his daughter Paulina Pinsky comes an
entertaining and comprehensive guide to sex, relationships, and consent in today’s
#Metoo era. Perfect for teens, parents, and educators to facilitate open and positive
conversations around the tricky topic of consent. www.drdrew.com www.paulinapinsky.com
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CLASSICS – PICTURE BOOKS
Virginia Lee Burton

MIKE MULLIGAN AND HIS STEAM SHOVEL (1939)
A timeless tale of transportation and cooperation.
LITTLE HOUSE (1942) *Caldecott Medal*
The beloved classic about a little house in the country and the changes that come to her.
KATY AND THE BIG SNOW (1943)
Katy, a brave and untiring tractor, makes it possible for the townspeople to do their jobs.
LIFE STORY (1962, updated 2009)
Told through five acts, Burton’s art and text tell the history of earth from beginning to present day.

Mem Fox
TIME FOR BED (1993), illus. by Jane Dyer
Darkness is falling everywhere and little ones are getting sleepy, feeling cozy, and being tucked in.
WHOEVER YOU ARE (1997), illus. by Leslie Staub
An essential book about the diversity in our beautiful world and the fact that, inside, we are all the same.
MAGIC HAT (2002), illus. by Tricia Tusa
One fine day, from out of town—and without any warning at all—a magic hat appears in the sky…
TEN LITTLE FINGERS AND TEN LITTLE TOES (2008), illus. by Helen Oxenbury
A celebration of baby fingers, baby toes, and the joy they—and the babies they belong to—bring to everyone around the world.

Dav Pilkey

Big Dog and Little Dog: Big Dog is ready for some fun. Little Dog is ready, too. These two puppy pals can always share!
BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG(1997)
BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG WEARING SWEATERS (1998)
BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG GOING FOR A WALK(1997)
BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG MAKING A MISTAKE (1999)
BIG DOG AND LITTLE DOG GETTING IN TROUBLE (1997)

Alice Schertle & Jill McElmurry

Little Blue Truck: www.hmhbooks.com/littlebluetruck
Beep! Beep! Beep! Meet our favorite truck Blue and his farm animal friends, who help one another, help others, and have some
fun along the way.
LITTLEBLUE TRUCK (2008)
LITTLEBLUE TRUCK’S CHRISTMAS (2014)
LITTLEBLUE TRUCK’S SPRINGTIME(2017)
LITTLEBLUETRUCKLEADS THE WAY (2009) LITTLEBLUE TRUCK’S HALLOWEEN (2016)

Nancy Shaw & Margot Apple

Sheep in a Jeep: Join this crowd of silly, woolly sheep for a fun, rollicking time!
SHEEP IN A JEEP (1986)
SHEEP OUT TO EAT (1992)
SHEEP BLAST OFF! (2008)
SHEEP ON A SHIP (1989)
SHEEP TAKE A HIKE (1994)
SHEEP GO TO SLEEP (2015)
SHEEP IN A SHOP (1991)
SHEEP TRICK OR TREAT (1997)

Chris Van Allsburg

www.chrisvanallsburg.com
JUMANJI (1981) *Caldecott Medal*
The game looked like a hundred others Peters and Judy had at home. But little did they know….
WRECK OF THE ZEPHYR (1983)
At the edge of a cliff lies the wreck of a small sailboat. How did it get there?
POLAR EXPRESS (1985) *Caldecott Medal*
A magical train ride on Christmas Eve takes a boy to the North Pole to receive a special gift from Santa.
ZATHURA (2002)
After twenty years, Zathura picks up where Jumanji left off. What happens when Danny and Walter roll the dice?

David Wiesner

www.hmhbooks.com/wiesner
TUESDAY (1991) *Caldecott Medal*
The unpredictable events of a particular Tuesday unroll with the precision and clarity of a silent movie.
SECTOR 7 (1999) *Caldecott Honor*
The unparalleled adventure of a boy who travels to the Cloud Dispatch Center for Sector 7.
FLOTSAM (2006) *Caldecott Medal*
A bright, science-minded boy goes to the beach to collect flotsam and instead finds a secret camera washed ashore.
MR. WUFFLES! (2013) *Caldecott Honor*
Mr. Wuffles ignores all his cat toys but one: a spaceship piloted by small green aliens.

Pamela Zagarenski

pzagarenski.com
SLEEP LIKE A TIGER (2012), by Mary Logue *Caldecott Honor*
A rare gem of a bedtime story, with luminous mixed-media paintings that non-sleepy children could examine for hours.
WHISPER (2015)
Pamela Zagarenski debuts as an author in this tender picture book about the magic of reading and the power of imagination.
HENRY & LEO (2016)
The transcendent nature of friendship and love between a boy and his stuffed toy lion.
ZOLA’S ELEPHANT (2018), by Randall de Sève
From a Caldecott Honor-winning illustrator and New York Times bestselling author comes a tender, witty story of imagination gone wild.
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CLASSICS – FICTION
Kwame Alexander

www.kwamealexander.com

CROSSOVER (2014) *Newbery Medal*
Basketball and heartache share the court in this slam-dunk novel.
BOOKED (2016)
Soccer, family, love, and friendship take center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words.
REBOUND (2018)
A dynamic prequel to the Newbery Medal-winning Crossover, featuring the twins’ father, Chuck “Da Man” Bell.
CROSSOVERgraphicnovel(2019)
AwardwinningCROSSOVER is brought to life as agraphicnovelwithstunningillustrations by startalent Dawud Anyabwile.

Karen Cushman

CATHERINE, CALLED BIRDY (1994) *Newbery Honor*

Catherine chronicles her sometimes outrageous strategies to thwart her father’s plans to marry her off in Medieval England.

MIDWIFE’S APPRENTICE (1995) *Newbery Medal*
A nameless, unloved girl becomes a hero when she becomes an apprentice to a midwife.
BALLAD OF LUCY WHIPPLE (1996)
City-bred Lucy Whipple declares her independence by resisting life in rough-and-tumble Gold Rush California.

Eleanor Estes

MIDDLE MOFFAT (1942) *Newbery Honor*
Jane Moffat decides to become a figure of mystery… the mysterious “Middle Moffat.”
RUFUS M. (1943) *Newbery Honor*
You've never met anyone quite like Rufus Moffat. He gets things done, but his way.
HUNDRED DRESSES (1944) *Newbery Honor*
Wanda Petronski is laughed at because she always wears a faded blue dress, until her classmates learn a lesson.
GINGER PYE (1951) *Newbery Medal*
Ginger Pye, the smartest dog ever, steals everybody's heart… until someone steals him!
PINKY PYE (2000)
A furious black kitten abandoned on their doorstep endears itself to the whole family and changes their lives.

Mary Downing Hahn

WAIT TILL HELEN COMES (1986) *Now a Major Motion Picture*
Two siblings must adjust to their malicious new stepsister, Heather, who starts talking to a ghost named Helen.
OLD WILLIS PLACE (2004)

Diana and George are bound to a decaying Victorian mansion by a mysterious set of rules – rules that can only be broken by
making contact with a new girl who moves in.

DEEP, DARK, AND DANGEROUS (2007) *Under option by Anonymous Content*
The long-buried secret of a young girl’s death surfaces when a mysterious girl sabotages Ali’s idyllic vacation in Maine.

R. L. LaFevers

www.rllafevers.com

Theodosia, illus. by Yoko Tanaka: *Under option by Cottonwood and ZDF*
The Museum of Legends and Antiquities houses many ancient artifacts—and the curses that come with them!
THEODOSIA AND THE SERPENTS OF CHAOS (2007)
THEODOSIA AND THE EYES OF HORUS (2010)
THEODOSIA AND THE STAFF OF OSIRIS (2008)
THEODOSIA AND THE LAST PHARAOH (2011)
Nathaniel Fludd, Beastologist, illus. by Kelly Murphy:
Nate never dreamed that mythical beasts were real… until he became a beastologist-in-training.
FLIGHT OF THE PHOENIX (2009)
BASILISK’S LAIR (2010)
WYVERNS’ TREASURE (2010)
UNICORN’S TALE (2011)

Lois Lowry

www.loislowry.com

NUMBER THE STARS (1989) *Newbery Medal*
This remarkable work of historical fiction tells the profound story about a very brave ten-year-old Danish girl and how the
Nazis threaten her Jewish best friend in the war-torn world of 1943.
GIVER (1993) *Newbery Medal*, now a Major Motion Picture
Twelve-year-old Jonas begins to understand the dark secrets of his seemingly ideal world after he is given his life assignment.

SON (2012)
The thrilling conclusion to the Giver Quartet that wrestles with ideas of human freedom.

Karina Yan Glaser

www.karinaglaser.com

Vanderbeekers: *New York Times Bestseller*
Humorous and heartfelt, the five Vanderbeeker children will do whatever it takes to stay in their beloved brownstone
home in this sweeping family story that is as lively, diverse, and noisy as any street in Harlem.
ST
VANDERBEEKERS OF 141 STREET(2017)
VANDERBEEKERS AND THE HIDDEN GARDEN (2018)
VANDERBEEKERS TO THE RESCUE (2019)
VANDERBEEKERS LOST ANDFOUND (2020)
VANDERBEEKERS MAKE A WISH (Aug. 2021)

Gary Schmidt

www.hmhbooks.com/schmidt

LIZZIE BRIGHT AND THE BUCKMINSTER BOY (2004) *Newbery Honor*
This historical novel, based on the true story of a community's destruction, follows Turner Buckminster and Lizzie Bright as
their friendship forms and their lives are changed.
WEDNESDAY WARS (2007) *Newbery Honor*
An unforgettable antihero in a wonderfully witty and compelling novel about a teenage boy’s mishaps and adventures over
the course of the school year.
OKAY FOR NOW (2011) *National Book Award Finalist*
A story teeming with distinctive characters and invaluable lessons about love and survival.
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Novelty
HMHBYR
Up to 5
20 pgs
9x8
September

What Do You Say, Little Blue Truck? (sound book)

By Alice Schertle
Illus. by Jill McElmurry

The friendly Little Blue Truck beeps hello to all of his animal friends in this all-new,
original story. How will each of his friends say hello back? Do they beep like
Blue—or will they say something new? Come along for the ride and enjoy learning
about animal noises with eight sound buttons and loads of read-aloud fun!
www.hmhbooks.com/littlebluetruck

Little Blue Truck: Chinese (Complex) – Walker Cultural ( - Aug. 2021), Chinese
(Simplified) – ThinKingdom, Dutch – Gottmer ( - Dec. 2021), French – Circonflexe
(reverted), Hebrew – Miskal ( - Nov. 2021), German – arsEdition, Japanese – Hoiku-sha
( - Oct. 2021), Korean – Froebel Media (exp. June 2018), Romanian – Paralela 45 ( - Aug.
2021), Russian – Kariera, UK/ANZ – Nosy Crow
HMHBYR
Up to 3
20 pgs
6x9
November

When I Grow Up (shaped board book)

By Bob Holt

An astronaut, a software engineer, an art teacher, a marine biologist, a firefighter, a
veterinarian, or a musician. . . What do you want to be when you grow up? Anything
is possible when you believe in yourself! Join in on the fun in this interactive, shaped
board book and try on different occupations showcased in bold, photo-friendly
illustrations. When you place your head in the curve of the book, you become a part
of the story! This sturdy and fun format is the perfect, playful gift for every kid with
big, aspirational dreams. www.bobholt.myportfolio.com
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www.hmhbooks.com/imprints/etch

Etch
HMHBYR
8 to 12
64 pgs
7-1/2 x 10
April

Before They Were Artists: Famous Illustrators as Kids

By Elizabeth Haidle

This vibrantly illustrated graphic novel anthology brings to life the childhood
experiences of beloved artists and illustrators such as Wanda Gág, Maurice Sendak,
and Jerry Pinkney. Stylish illustrations paired with small vignettes and anecdotes
from the artists’ early lives helps illuminate the hard work, triumphs, failures, and
inspiration that helped forge their successful careers. Look for the companion book
Before They Were Authors: Famous Writers as Kids. www.docucomix.com
Before They Were Authors: Chinese (Complex) – Walker Cultural, Chinese (Simplified) –
Citic, Turkish - Epsilon

HMHBYR
8 to 12
208 pgs
5-1/2 x 8
October

Besties: Work It Out

By Kayla Miller & Jeffrey Canino
Illus. by Kristina Luu
A fun and fresh graphic-novel series spin-off of the New York Times
best-selling Click series, featuring aspiring entrepreneurs Beth and Chanda!
The girls hope the path to fashion, fame, and fortune starts with taking up as
many summer jobs as two besties can find, but nothing can prepare them for
a dogsitting mishap that throws their business plan—and friendship—into
chaos! www.kayla-miller.com www.kristinaluu.com
Click (#1): ANZ – Walker, Hebrew – Yedioth, Korean – Dasan, Spanish – Maeva
Camp (#2): ANZ – Walker, Korean – Dasan, Spanish – Maeva
Act (#3): ANZ – Walker, Spanish – Maeva

HMHBYR
10 to 12
320 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
January

Booked (Graphic Novel)

By Kwame Alexander
Illus. by Dawud Anyabwile

Twelve-year-old Nick is a soccer-loving boy who absolutely hates books. In this
graphic novel version of Booked, the follow-up to the Newbery Medal–winning
novel The Crossover, soccer, family, love, and friendship take center stage as Nick
tries to figure out how to navigate his parents’ divorce, stand up to a bully, and
impress the girl of his dreams. These challenges—which seem even harder than
scoring a tie-breaking, game-winning goal—change his life, as well as his best
friend’s. www.kwamealexander.com www.anyabwile.com
Booked: Chinese (Simplified) – Yutian Hanfeng ( - April 2021), Italian – Giunti, UK/ANZ
– Andersen Press
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HMHBYR
10 and Up
64 pgs
7x9
February

Girls Solve Everything

By Catherine Thimmesh
Illus. by Melissa Sweet

Brave women from diverse backgrounds make the world a better place through their
businesses in this inspiring companion to the best-selling Girls Think of
Everything by Sibert-winner Catherine Thimmesh and Caldecott Honor winner
Melissa Sweet. For fans of Women Who Dared and Women in Science.
www.catherinethimmesh.com

www.melissasweet.com

Girls Think of Everything: Chinese (Simp.) – Beijing Green Beans; Korean – Prooni
(exp. Jan 2020); Polish – Zysk; Russian – Mann, Ivanov, & Ferber; Ukrainian – Ranok

HMHBYR
7 to 10
224 pgs
5-1/2 x 8-1/2
September

Heist Age

By Doug Paleo
Illus. by Aaron Blecha
Dinotown is frozen! How will the Dinomighties fight Bully Mammoth and save the
most precious painting in the world? This wildly funny, action-packed graphic novel is
perfect for fans of the Dog Man, Investigators, and Real Pigeons. www.gregtrine.com
www.monstersquid.com

Dinomighty: Spanish – Editorial Norma

HMHBYR
8 to 12
384 pgs
5-1/2 x 8
September

Hooky

By Miriam Bonastre Tur
Two twins, one prophecy, and a whole lot of hijinks. From WEBTOON, the #1 digital
comic platform, comes a fantastical story about twin siblings Dani and Dorian who
have missed the bus to magic school and scramble to find a mentor to teach them
before their parents find out. Perfect for fans of THE OKAY WITCH and the 5 Worlds
series.
Rights licensed: Spanish – Planeta

HMHBYR Oh My Gods! 2: The Forgotten Maze
8 to 12 By Stephanie Cooke and Insha Fitzpatrick
208 pgs Illus. by Juliana Moon
5-1/2 x 8
January In this epic sequel to middle-grade graphic novel Oh My Gods!, Karen and her
new friends descend into a forgotten maze beneath Mt. Olympus Junior High in
search of an online troll by the name of M1N0T4UR. The stakes are higher than ever
and a wrong move could lead to some terri-BULL consequences in this a-maze-ingly
action-packed, fast-paced, pun-filled companion to Oh My Gods! For fans of Raina
Telgemeier and Kayla Miller. www.ifitzpatrick.com www.julianamoon.com
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HMHBYR
8 to 12
240 pgs
5-1/2 x 8
February

Squad Up

By Sam Nisson
Illus. by Darnell Johnson
After their victory in the Every Game Ever tournament, unstoppable video game duo
and, now, IRL best friends Rhys and Miles are enjoying their last few weeks of sixth
grade. They’re gaining popularity at school, attracting attention from elite gamers
worldwide, and are competing to be the first ever duo to beat Mecha Quest 21. If life
were a video game, they have definitely levelled up.
But when the challenges of gaming at this level are compounded by shifting priorities,
a mysterious online bully, and the academic demands of middle school, the pressure
on the duo threatens to break them apart. In this graphic novel about friendship and
loyalty, Rhys and Miles discover that sometimes you need to tap your squad to get
the win. www.artofdarnelljohnson.com
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For more information contact:
Candace Finn
Director, Subsidiary Rights
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
3 Park Ave., 19th Floor
New York, NY 10016
candace.finn@hmhco.com
Tel: (212) 420-5838

Or contact the agent for the territories
as follows:
Brazil
Tassy Barham
Tassy Barham Associates
23 Elgin Crescent
London W11 2JD
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (20) 7229-8667
tassy@tassybarham.com

China (Complex and Simplified)
Cynthia Chang
Bardon Chinese Media Agency
3F, No. 150 Roosevelt Road, Sec. 2
Taipei, Taiwan 100
Tel: +886 (2) 2364-4995
Fax: +886 (2) 2364-1967
cynthia@bardonchinese.com

Czech Republic, Slovakia & Slovenia
Kristin Olson
Kristin Olson Literary Agency
Klimentská 24
110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 (222) 582-042
Fax: +420 (222) 580-048
kristin.olson@litag.cz

Dutch
Lester Hekking
Sebes & Bisseling Literary Agency
Herengracht 613
1017 CE Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (20) 616-09-40
hekking@sebes.nl
Eastern Europe (Hungary
and the Baltics) Hana
Whitton
Oxford Literary & Rights Agency
10, Priors Lane, Hinton Waldrist,
Oxfordshire SN7 8RX, England
oxfordlitagency@btinternet.com
France
Catherine Lapautre
Agence Michelle Lapautre
91 ter, rue du Cherche-Midi
75006 Paris, France
Tel: +33 (1) 47-34-82-41
Fax: +33 (1) 47-34-00-90
catherine@lapautre.com

Germany
Silke Weniger
Literarische Agentur Silke Weniger
Kistlerhofstrasse 70, 5/88
81379 Muenchen
Germany
Tel: 089 (89) 89-9490
weniger@litag.de

Indonesia
Santo Manurung
Maxima Creative Agency
Beryl Timur No 41.
Gading Serpong - Tangerang 15810,
Indonesia
santo.maxima@gmail.com

Israel
Beverley Levit TheIsraeliAssociation
ofBookPublishers
P.O.B 20123, Tel-Aviv 61201
Israel
Tel: +972 (3) 561-4121
Fax: +972 (3) 561-1996
rights1@tbpai.co.il

Italy
Stefania Fietta
Donzelli Fietta Agency
Viale Abruzzi 11
20131 Milano
Tel: +39 (339) 254-1650
stefania@donzellifiettaagency.com

Japan
Solan Natsume
Tuttle-Mori Agency
2-17 Kanda Jimbocho
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
101-0051, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 3230-4081
Fax: +81 (3) 3230-1865
solan@tuttlemori.com

Korea
Rockyoung Lee
KCC International
Gyonghigung-achim 3
Officetel Rm 520, 34
Sajik-ro 8-gil
Jongno-gu, Seoul 03174, Korea
Tel: 82-2-725-3350
Fax: 82-2-725-3612
kids@kccseoul.com

Poland
Marcin Biegaj
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Warsaw
Ul. Mołdawska 9, 6th floor
02-127 Warsaw, Poland
Tel: +48 (22) 824-4181
marcin.biegaj@nurnberg.pl
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Romania
Lidia Dumitru
Livia Stoia Literary Agency
Garlei 58, Sector 1
Bucharest 013724
Tel/Fax: +40 (21) 232-9909
lidia.dumitru@liviastoiaagency.ro

Russia
Natalia Sanina
Synopsis Literary Agency
Podolskoe shosse, 3
115093 Moscow, Russia
Tel: +7 (499) 519-0360
nat@synopsis-agency.ru

Scandinavia
Trine Licht
Licht & Burr Literary Agency
Ny Vestergade 1, st.
DK-1471 Copenhagen K
Denmark
tl@licht-burr.dk

Spain/Portugal
Sandra Biel Piera
Julio F-Yáñez Agencia Literaria SL
Via Augusta, 139 - 6º 2ª, 08021
Barcelona, Spain
sandra@yanezag.com

Thailand, Vietnam & Malaysia
Pimolporn Yutisri
Tuttle-Mori Agency
6th floor, Siam Inter Comics Bldg.
459 soi Piboonoppathum
(Ladprao 48)
Samsen nok, Huay Kwang, Bkk 10320,
Thailand
pimolporn@tuttlemori.co.th
Turkey
Cansu Akkoyun
AnatoliaLit Agency
Caferaga Mahallesi
Gunesli Bahce Sok.
No:48 Or.Ko Apt.
B Blok D:4
34710 Kadikoy
Istanbul, Turkey
c.akkoyun@anatolialit.com

UK and Commonwealth
Charlotte Bodman
Rights People
9 Kingsway, 4th floor
London WC2B 6XF
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (20) 7841-3951
Fax: +44 (20) 7841-3940
charlotteb@rightspeople.com

